
      

 
Introduction to Shamanic Journeying 

by 

Angela Hart, Teacher of Ancient Knowledge 
Date:  September 10, 2022 
Time:  1:00pm-5:00pm 
Workshop Fee:  $49 
Location:  Dream Maker 
 
Class Description:  The beginner class defines and explores the ancient path of shamanism and what it is.  Two 
basic steps will be taught, shamanic journeying (or “intuitive seeing” via imagination) and finding our power 
animal.  No one should tell us who our power animal is, it can be found within us, in our vision and imagination.  
These two steps are necessary before moving on to more advanced classes, as well as the Andean Path.  There 
will be group discussion regarding our journeys.  After this basic class, advanced classes will be offered with 
techniques to raise our frequency by absorbing light from nature and moving living energy using our intention. 
This will help with healing and removing negative blocked energy known as hoocha/hucha. 
 
Shamanism is an ancient spiritual knowledge that has been passed down through time by indigenous and non-
indigenous people of all colors & races.   Shamanism is about lifting ourselves up, healing ourselves and living in 
harmony with nature, our community and ourselves.  The shamanic path enhances our intuition, gives us 
autonomy, and we are able look inside ourselves and trust our inner guidance for what we need to live a 
balanced & healthy life.   
 

 Bio: From a very young age Angela Joy Hart has been deeply immersed in studying the 
spiritual universe, nature, health, and healing techniques. For several decades Angela has worked as a licensed 
massage therapist, shamanic teacher/practitioner, drum maker, certified yoga instructor, and ordained minister.  
In the late 90’s Angela began studies in North American Shamanism with the two main teachers from the Michael 
Harner group, Sandra Ingerman and Dana Robinson.  She also spent time with indigenous elders from North & 
South America.  Angela was initiated as a 4th level Andean Paqo (Shaman) by Elizabeth Jenkins & also initiated by 
Joan Wilcox, two main teachers of the Q’ero Tribe lineage in Peru.  Angela also took a class with their teacher 
Juan Nunez del Prado.  Angela has been authorized to teach the Q’ero lineage of the Andean Path.  Soulful 
experiences on the shamanic path bring us back to the memory that we are powerful beings of light. 
 
What to Bring:  Notebook & Pen, bandanna or sleeping eye mask, drum, rattle or instrument, mat/cushion or 
blanket/pillow to lie or sit on (chairs available, however for some people journeys seem to come easier when 
lying down), something to be charged on the altar, snacks & drink for yourself, an intention from your heart. 
 


